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all the claims and defenses without these issues first being decided by controlling authority.‘

Both sides argue that these claims and defenses are ripe for summary judgment, one way or the

other. The court has not attempted to list all the places where the parties have argued that there is

no genuine issue of material facts. This case has a too long a history of aborted attempts at

mediation, special master, new judges, etc. It would be foolish to try the case and then have

basic issues of law overturned.

Pertinent Facts and

Discussion of Claim} s [2

The defendant Daniel Moore (Moore) is a highly qualified and well known sports artist

who has painted a number of artistic presentations of notable University of Alabama football

plays. The defendant New Life Art, Inc. (New Life) is the corporation which governs Moore’s

business. Moore’s paintings have had highly successful sales, mostly to University of Alabama

fans, and the sales have been profitable to both sides of this case. The plaintiff fully

acknowledges that Moore’s work is of superior quality. Moore’s first successful such painting

was in 1979. It was not licensed by the plaintiff, but has benefitted both sides and led to other

successful sales of other paintings beneficial to both sides. The relationship between the parties

remained pleasant and amicable throughout the early years.

The first licensing agreements between the parties came in l99l,3 and this licensing

‘It is highly unlikely that this case can ever be settled without these pivotal issues being finally decided.

2The court has been inundated (some self-imposed) with numbers of briefs, evidentiary submissions,
exhibits, etc. It will not attempt to recount every detail. If there is an appeal, the parties can expand on what the
court states as pertinent. The file should indicate why this court cannot possibly fully discuss all the detail related to
this case.

3The plaintiff began licensing in 1981, but did not start licensing defendants until 1991.
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continued until 2000. Sometime before the termination of the last agreement, the dispute which

led to this lawsuit and the issues which this court is now addressing began. The defendants took

the position that Moore’s paintings (referred to as “images”) and prints, as distinguished from

“Indicia,” did not have to be licensed. The plaintiff took the position that the uniforms worn by

its football players in its colors were trade dress on which it had a protectable trademark and that

the defendants cannot portray and sell football scenes which include those uniforms without a

license to do so. Thus the initial main dispute became and is: Do defendants infringe on

plaintiff’ s trademark if they create and sell paintings and prints which include as part of their

depictions the uniforms of University of Alabama football players? The defendants do not claim

that they have the present right to depict anywhere on their paintings or prints the “Indicia” which

are specifically pictured and shown as “Indicia” in the license agreements.“

Plaintiff argues that the following sample language in the various agreements causes the

uniforms to be “Indicia” although the uniforms are not shown on the various exhibits: “Licensed

Indicia’ means the names, symbols, designs, and colors of the Member Universities .”

Various license agreements include as part of exhibits the following: “The University of

Alabama is the owner of all rights, title and interest in and to the following Indicia which

includes trademarks service marks, trade names, designs, logos, seals and symbols.” Beneath

this language on some, if not all, exhibits there are shown pictured images of various logos, seals,

symbols, etc. Above these images is also a listing of “Verbiages” and “Colors: Crimson PMS

201 Gray PMS 429.” This court is of the opinion that the reasonable inference is that the

4See Exhibit B to an agreement dated October 17, 1991, Exhibit A to an agreement dated January 27, 1993,
Exhibit A to an agreement dated November 1993, Exhibit A to a license dated June 15, 1994, Exhibit A to a license
dated Dec-Jan. 1994-1995, etc.
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“Colors” relate to the shown images and not to some universal depiction of colors. This

inference is supported by the fact that beneath the pictured images there is the following

statement: “In addition to the Indicia shown above, any Indicia adopted hereafter and used or

approved for use by the University shall be deemed to be additions to the Indicia as though

shown above and shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement.” (Emphasis

added.) See attached Exhibits 1, 2, 3 and 4. Uniforms are not pictured or shown on any exhibit

to any agreement.

If the uniforms are to be considered trade dress marks, there is no reasonable inference

that it results from language in the license agreements.5 In addition to the foregoing, the

following language in the agreements suggests that the argument that the “Indicia” term of the

agreements includes the unifonns is a late blooming stretch.

“‘Prints” means the fine art limited addition prints listed in Appendix

C attached hereto and bearing Indicia.” (Emphasis added.)

“No license is granted hereunder for the use of Indicia for any

purpose other than upon or in connection with the Prints named and

specified in Appendix C.” (Emphasis added)“

“NLA agrees to assist in the protection ofthe several and joint rights

of the University and CM in and to the Indicia. NLA acknowledges

that any rights, including copyright or other proprietary rights that it

might have in artwork or designs created by it, pursuant to this

Agreement, extend only to those elements of the artwork or designs

5If the parties intended that agreements already applied to the quality paintings and prints, a question might
be reasonably asked as to why the dispute arose in 1999 or 2000.

6Distinguishing “Prints” and “Indicia.”
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which are not part of or included in the Indicia or any derivatives.”

(Emphasis added.)

“The proper symbol to identify the Indicia as a trademark, (viz, the

circle ‘A’ symbol is registered in the United States Patent and

Trademark Office or the ‘TM’ symbol if not so registered shall be

placed next to the Indicia.”

After expiration or termination of this Agreement, NLA shall have

no further right to manufacture, distribute, sell or otherwise deal in

any Prints or other products which utilize the Indicia except as

hereinafter provided.” (Emphasis added.)°

“Whereas licensee desires to be licensed to utilize certain Indicia in

connection with the manufacture, distribution and sale of certain

products, and CLC is willing, subject to certain conditions, to grant

such a license.” (Emphasis added.)

“Licensed Articles’ means the products listed in Appendix C and

bearing licensed Indicia.” (Emphasis added.)

“Licensee shall not provide any method of application of licensed

Indicia to any party unless CLC authorizes licensee to provide said

application under the terms of an authorized manufacturer’s

agreement.”‘° (Emphasis added.)

7It is difficult to imagine how the created “elements of the artwork or designs” could not be a part of the
“artwork or designs.” It is apparent that the pictured and “shown”symbols in the various agreement exhibits are the
intended “Indicia.” This is notwithstanding the various references to the “colors” of these “Indicia.”

8Does this realistically apply to unifonns?

9Again, a distinction between the “Prints” and the “Indicia.”

'0 “Application” of a painting of uniforms?
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